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I.

SINGLE ASSET REAL ESTATE DEFINED

The term “single asset real estate” means real
property constituting a single property or project,
other than residential real property with fewer than
four residential units, which generates substantially
all of the gross income of a debtor who is not a
family farmer and on which no substantial
business is being conducted by a debtor other
than the business of operating the real property
and activities incidental thereto. 11 U.S.C. §
101(51B).
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Single Asset Real Estate Defined
Single asset real estate was originally defined as
and limited to cases where the non-contingent,
liquidated, secured debt was $4 million or less.
Amendments to Section 101(51B) in the
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer
Protection Act of 2005 eliminated the $4 million
cap, making this definition apply to much larger
real estate projects.
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Single Asset Real Estate Defined
The Fifth Circuit set forth a three-pronged test to
determine whether a debtor holds an asset constituting
a single asset real estate entity: “(1) the debtor must
have real property constituting a single property or
project (other than residential property with fewer than
4 residential units), (2) which generates substantially
all of the gross income of a debtor, and (3) on which
no substantial business is conducted other than the
business of operating the real property and activities
incidental thereto.” In re Scotia Pac. Co., 508 F.3d
214, 220 (5th Cir. 2007).
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II. SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR SINGLE
ASSET REAL ESTATE CASES
The Code provides special treatment for single
asset real estate cases under Section 362(d)(3).
In a single asset real estate case, the court shall
grant relief from the automatic stay in favor of a
moving secured creditor, unless, not later than 90
days after the entry of the order for relief (or such
other later date as the court may determine, for
cause within the 90–day period) or 30 days after
the court determines that the debtor is subject to
Section 362(d)(3), whichever is later –
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Special Treatment
a) the debtor has filed a plan of reorganization that

has a reasonable possibility of being confirmed
within a reasonable time; or
b) the debtor has commenced monthly payments that:
(i) may, in the debtor’s sole discretion,
notwithstanding Section 363(c)(2), be made from
rents or other income generated before, on or after
the date of the commencement of the case by or
from the property to each creditor whose claim is
secured by such real estate (other than judgment
liens or unmatured statutory liens), and (ii) are in
an amount equal to interest at the then applicable
nondefault contract rate of interest on the value of
the creditor’s interest in real estate.
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Special Treatment
This means a secured creditor with a lien against
the single asset real estate may obtain relief from
the stay unless, within the expedited time period,
either monthly payments of interest at the nondefault rate based on the value of the secured
creditor’s interest are commenced or a
reorganization plan with a reasonable possibility of
being confirmed is filed.
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Special Treatment
The debtor may indicate on its voluntary petition
that the business is a single asset real estate
entity. If this indication is made, then the time
periods of Section 362(d)(3) automatically apply.
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Special Treatment
If the debtor has not marked the single asset real
estate designation when filing its petition, the secured
creditor should move quickly to have the court make
that determination to keep the debtor on this statutory
fast track. Otherwise, the 90-day period set under
Section 362(d)(3) could extend beyond the 120-day
period in Section 1121(b) (giving the debtor the
exclusive right to file a plan of reorganization) because
the time limitation for filing a plan of reorganization in
Section 362(d)(3) does not commence until 30 days
after the court determines the debtor is a single asset
real estate entity.
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Special Treatment
Section 362(d)(3) allows for an extension of the
90-day period to a later date “as the court may
determine for cause by order entered within that
90-day period.” Based on the history of this
provision, courts have been reluctant to extend this
time period, except for very good reason, as this
provision was designed to protect creditors whose
security was a single asset real property from
being held up interminably by the debtor who likely
was hanging on with little prospect of turning the
real estate project around.
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Special Treatment
The date for when payments must commence is
“not later than” the latest date of three different
possible dates: (1) 90 days after the petition date,
(2) 90 days after another date set by the court for
cause and by order entered during the 90 days, or
(3) 30 days after the court determines the debtor is
a single asset real estate debtor.
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Special Treatment
Debtors are not obligated to make payments under
362(d)(3)(B) until the court determines 362 (d)(3)
applies. If there is any question, mortgage lenders
should move for the determination as soon as
possible or include the payments as part of a
consensual cash collateral order. In re Abdulla,
2009 WL 348365 at *3 (Bankr. D. Mass. Feb. 6,
2009).
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Special Treatment
Some courts have held that a motion for relief from
stay under 362(d)(3) cannot be filed until the 90day period has run. In re Hope Plantation Group
LLC, 393 B.R. 98 (Bankr. D. S.C. 2007).
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III. ALTERNATIVES TO STAY RELIEF
Under Section 362(d)(3)(B)(i), the debtor can avoid
the granting of relief from the stay if it commences
monthly payments of interest at the non-default
rate within the designated period.
The payments must be made to each creditor
whose claim is secured by the real estate.
Judgment liens or unmatured statutory liens are
not included.
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Alternatives to Stay Relief
Section 362(d)(3)(B)(i) allows these payments to be
made from rents or other income generated by or from
the property to the secured creditors. The interest rate
is not the fair market rate; it is the nondefault contract
rate, thus simplifying the calculation of payments due
to the secured creditor. The payments are to be made
on “the value of the creditor’s interest in the real
estate,” which means that if the creditor is
undersecured, the payment will be less than the
monthly amount stated in the note and mortgage. If
there is disagreement on the value of the creditor’s
interest in the real property, evidence on this point will
have to be presented to the court for a determination. 18

Alternatives to Stay Relief
The language of 362(d)(3) states that the debtor
may, “in the debtor’s sole discretion,
notwithstanding section 363(c)(2),” make the
payments “from rents or other income generated
before, on or after the date of the commencement
of the case.” The debtor’s discretion to use cash
collateral, notwithstanding the safeguards for use
of cash collateral found in 363, appears to mean
adequate protection is not required in addition to
the 362(d)(3)(B) payments.
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Alternatives to Stay Relief
Under Section 362(d)(3)(A), the debtor can avoid
the granting of relief from the stay if, within the
designated period, it files a plan of reorganization
that “has a reasonable possibility of being
confirmed within a reasonable time. . . .” The issue
of “reasonable possibility of being confirmed” is left
to the courts to determine. However, as Section
1112(b) uses the term “reasonable likelihood that a
plan will be confirmed,” it seems clear that the
standard in Section 362(d)(3)(A) is something less
than the Section 1112(b) standard.
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IV. APPLICATION
The legislative history behind Section 362(d)(3) indicates
the provision is expected to most often apply in a
Chapter 11 reorganization. However, courts have
applied Section 362(d)(3) to Chapter 7 bankruptcies as
well.
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Application
The rights granted in Section 362(d)(3) are in addition
to, and not in lieu of, other grounds for relief from the
automatic stay. Thus, when there is evidence that the
debtor filed the bankruptcy petition in bad faith, the
creditor can also move for stay relief under other
provisions of Section 362(d).
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Application
The relief available on a Section 362(d)(3) motion is the
same relief available on any motion for relief under
subsection (d), namely, “terminating, annulling, modifying,
or conditioning such stay.” Courts disagree on whether
stay relief is mandatory or discretionary upon a showing
that a debtor falls within the ambit of Section 362(d)(3). For
example, they may condition the continuation of the stay on
the debtor’s meeting a deadline for filing a plan.
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Application
Other courts find termination of the stay mandatory. Many
courts recognize Congress intended to create a strong
presumption in favor of terminating (rather than merely
limiting the stay) in the appropriate case.
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V. ADEQUATE PROTECTION
Section 361
When adequate protection is required under
section 362, 363, or 364 of this title of an interest
of an entity in property, such adequate protection
may be provided by —
1) requiring the trustee to make a cash payment
or periodic cash payments to such entity, to the
extent that the stay under section 362 of this
title, use, sale or lease under section 363 of this
title, or any grant of a lien under section 364 of
this title results in a decrease in the value of
such entity's interest in such property;
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Adequate Protection
2) providing to such entity an additional or
replacement lien to the extent that such stay,
use, sale, lease, or grant results in a decrease
in the value of such entity’s interest in such
property; or
3) granting such other relief, other than entitling
such entity to compensation allowable under
section 503(b)(1) of this title as an
administrative expense, as will result in the
realization by such entity of the indubitable
equivalent of such entity's interest in such
property.
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WHAT DOES ADEQUATE PROTECTION
PROTECT?
“An interest of an entity in property”
• Creditors holding an interest in real or personal
property (including cash collateral) up to the
aggregate value of the collateral.
• No protection for right to post-petition interest.
• No compensation for delay in right to foreclose.
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WHAT KIND OF PROTECTION IS
APPROPRIATE?
• Cash payments

• Replacement liens
• Other such relief as will result in the realization by

such entity of the indubitable equivalent of such
entity's interest in such property. Although
“indubitable equivalent” is not defined, it typically
connotes substituted collateral that protects the
creditor’s right to payment in the same manner as
previously existed with respect to such creditor.
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Cash Collateral Issues in a SARE Case
Rental income from commercial real estate will
ordinarily be cash collateral, assuming the lender
has perfected security interest.
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Cash Collateral Issues in a SARE Case
Perfection of a security interest in rents is
determined under state law.
• Recording
• Additional Acts
• Absolute Assignments
• Additional Perfection in Cash
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Cash Collateral Issues in a SARE Case
11 U.S.C. 552(b)(2)
Except as provided in sections 363, 506(c), 522, 544, 545, 547,
and 548 of this title, and notwithstanding section 546(b) of this
title, if the debtor and an entity entered into a security agreement
before the commencement of the case and if the security interest
created by such security agreement extends to property of the
debtor acquired before the commencement of the case and to
amounts paid as rents of such property or the fees, charges,
accounts, or other payments for the use or occupancy of rooms
and other public facilities in hotels, motels, or other lodging
properties, then such security interest extends to such rents and
such fees, charges, accounts, or other payments acquired by the
estate after the commencement of the case to the extent
provided in such security agreement, except to any extent that
the court, after notice and a hearing and based on the equities of
the case, orders otherwise.
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Cash Collateral Issues in a SARE Case
11 U.S.C. 546(b)(2)
(2) If—
(A) a law described in paragraph (1) requires seizure of
such property or commencement of an action to
accomplish such perfection, or maintenance or
continuation of perfection of an interest in property;
and
(B) such property has not been seized or such an
action has not been commenced before the date of
the filing of the petition;
such interest in such property shall be perfected, or
perfection of such interest shall be maintained or
continued, by giving notice within the time fixed by such law
for such seizure or such commencement.
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When Must Adequate Protection Payments
Commence?
Lenders should seek adequate protection
immediately after the petition date.
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Adequate Protection Without Payments
The lender may not be entitled to adequate
protection payments because the rents are being
used by the debtor for normal maintenance of the
project.
Maintenance and repair of the project serves as
adequate protection because it prevents
deterioration and enhances the value of the
property.
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Application of Adequate Protection Payments

• Reduce Lender’s Allowed Secured Claim
• Reduce Lender’s Unsecured Deficiency Claim
• Administrative Expenses and Legal Fees
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SINGLE ASSET REAL ESTATE PLAN ISSUES
Basic Rules re: Plan Confirmation

1.
Consensual Confirmation: the court may confirm a plan if each class of
impaired claims votes to accept the plan. (§ 1129(a)(8)).
2.
Voting Requirements: a class is deemed to vote in favor of a plan when
creditors representing 1/3 in number and 2/3 in amount of the claims in that class
vote to accept the plan. (§ 1126(c)). [Determined based upon claimants who
actually cast a vote, not total claimants in the class].
3.
Cramdown Confirmation: even if all classes do not vote to accept, the
court may still confirm a plan if one impaired non-insider class votes to accept the
plan and the plan is “fair and equitable.” (§§ 1129(a)(10) and 1129(b)).
4.
Absolute Priority Rule: the claims of any objecting impaired class must
be paid in full before a junior class of claims is allowed to retain any interest under
a plan. This is one condition of the “fair and equitable” standard for unsecured
creditors. See § 1129(b)(2)(B).
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Common Single Asset Real Estate Plan Fact Pattern

•The debtor’s single secured creditor has a lien on real estate
and rents and its loan (at least according to the lender) is
substantially undersecured. Pursuant to § 506(a), the lender
has: (i) a secured claim up to the value of the real estate, and
(ii) an unsecured claim in the amount of any deficiency.
• The debtor’s equity holders wish to restructure the loan and
retain the property; the lender has lost confidence in the
debtor’s management, wants to liquidate the real estate (or
credit bid and resell), and pursue the individual guarantors
for any deficiency.
•There are friendly unsecured trade creditors, but the amount
of their debt is insignificant compared to the deficiency claim
of the lender.
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Common Single Asset Real Estate Plan Fact Pattern

These facts, combined with the legal principles
stated above, typically result in plan disputes
between lenders and debtors in the following areas:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Claims Classification
New Value Plans
§ 1111(b) Election
Valuation / Cramdown Interest
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Classification of Claims
• The Bankruptcy Code requires that a chapter 11
plan designate “classes” of claims an interests (§
1123(a)). Claims classification is governed by §
1122 of the Bankruptcy Code.
• A plan may only place claims in the same class if
they are “substantially similar.” 11 U.S.C. §
1122(a). Stated differently, claims that are not
“substantially similar” cannot be placed in the
same class.
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Classification of Claims
• Courts have significant flexibility in determining
whether claims are “substantially similar.” See e.g.
In re Vitro Asset Corp., 2013 WL 6044453, at *5
(Bankr. N.D. Tex. Nov. 14, 2013).
• Courts typically look to how the legal character of
the claim relates to the assets of the debtor and
whether the claims exhibit a similar effect on the
debtor’s estate. See e.g. In re Tribune Co., 476 B.R.
843, 855 (Bankr. D. Del. 2012) (citing cases).
• Courts should look to the nature of the claim and
not the identity of the creditors. Id.
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Classification of Claims
• The Bankruptcy Code does not expressly require that all
“substantially similar claims” must be classified together,
BUT, claims cannot be separately classified in order to
gerrymander an affirmative vote on a plan of
reorganization. See e.g. Phoenix Mut. Life Ins. Co. v.
Greystone III Joint Venture (In re Greystone III Joint Venture),
995 F.2d 1274, 1279 (5th Cir. 1991).
• Court have typically required a “good business reason;” “a
reasonable or rational justification; a “legitimate business
or economic justification”; “credible proof of any legitimate
reason;” or a reason that “does not offend one’s sensibility
of due process and fair play,” to justify separate
classification of similar claims. See e.g. In re LightSquared,
Inc., 513 B.R. 56, 83 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014).
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Classification of Claims
• Therefore, the correct claims classification analysis is actually a twofold inquiry:
(1) Determine if separately classified claims are “substantially
similar:”
(a) if not, they cannot be classified together – end of analysis
(b) if they are, proceed to step 2.
(2) Determine if there is a reasonable / business justification for
separate classification:

(a) if so, separate classification is permissible
(b) if not, separate classification is impermissible.

• Many courts appear to skip the first step of the analysis and focus
exclusively on the debtor’s motives for separate classification.
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Classification of Claims
• In the SARE context, debtors frequently must
separately classify the deficiency claim of the
secured lender from other unsecured creditors in
order to confirm their plan.
• Debtors have attempted to justify this separate
classification on the following bases:
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Classification of Claims
A. Deficiency Claim vs. General Unsecured Claim:
• Argument: the deficiency claim of a lender on non-recourse debt and
the lender’s ability to make a § 1111(b) election do not exist outside of
bankruptcy and make such a claim legally distinct from other
unsecured claims.
• Pro: Separate classification required. See e.g. In re Woodbrook Assocs.,
19 F.3d 312, 318-319 (7th Cir. 1994).
• Con: Legal manner in which claim arises is irrelevant to “nature” of
claim. Separate classification not permitted. See In re Boston Post Road
Ltd. P’ship, 21 F.3d 477, 483 (2d Cir. 1994); In re Route 37 Bus. Park
Assocs., 987 F.2d 154, 160-161 (3d Cir. 1993); In re Lumber Exchange
Bldg. Ltd. P’ship, 986 F.2d 647, 649 (8th Cir. 1992); In re Bryson
Properties XVIII, 961 F.2d 496, 501-502 (4th Cir. 1992).
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Classification of Claims
B. Claim Subject to Third Party Guarantee / Non-Estate Collateral

• Argument: the existence of a third party source of payment (i.e. a guarantee or
collateral) renders a claim substantially dissimilar from other general
unsecured claims
• Pro: See Wells Fargo Bank, N.A v. Loop 76, LLC (In re Loop 76, LLC), 465 B.R.
525, 539-541 (9th Cir. B.A.P. 2012) (affirmed on other grounds). See also In re
Johnston, 21 F.3d 323, 328 (9th Cir. 1994) (third party collateral was one factor
to be considered). Some courts may require factual analysis regarding
collectability from the third-party source. See In re 4th Street East Investors,
2012 WL 1745500, at *8 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. May 15, 2012); In re NNN Parkway
400 26, LLC, 505 B.R. 277, 284 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2014).
• Con: Existence of a third party source of payment does not alter nature of
claim vis a vis the bankruptcy estate. See e.g. In re 18 RVC, LLC, 485 B.R. 492,
496-497 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y. 2012); In re AOV Indus., Inc., 792 F.2d 1140, 11501151 (D.C. Cir. 1986); In re 500 Fifth Ave. Assocs., 148 B.R. 1010, 1019 (Bankr.
S.D.N.Y. 1993).
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Classification of Claims
C. Claim is the Subject of Litigation / Setoff
• Argument: the existence of pending litigation over a claim
whereby a claim is in dispute or subject to setoff renders that
claim dissimilar and/or provides a valid reason for separate
classification.

• Pro: See In re Multiut Corp., 449 B.R. 323, 335 (Bankr. N.D. Ill.
2011); In re Johnston, 21 F.3d 323, 328 (9th Cir. 1994); In re
Corcoran Hospital Dist., 233 B.R. 449, 455 (Bankr. E.D. Cal. 1999).
• Con: See In re Curtis Center Ltd. P’ship, 195 B.R. 631, 641-643
(Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1996); In re Midway Investments, Ltd., 187 B.R.
382, 392 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1996); In re Mastercraft Record Plating,
Inc., 32 B.R. 106, 108 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983).
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Classification of Claims
D. Claimant is Trade Creditor / Essential to Reorganization

• Argument: The fact that certain trade creditors are essential to the debtor’s
operations post-bankruptcy provides a reasonable business justification for
separate classification.
• Pro: See In re Georgetown L.P., 209 B.R. 763, 772 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1997); In re
Texas Star Refreshments, LLC, 494 B.R. 684, 696 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2013); In re
Trimm, Inc., 2000 WL 33673795, at *6 (Bankr. M.D.N.C. Feb. 17, 2000). May
need to make showing similar to “critical vendor” standard. See In re Hillside
Park Apartments, L.P., 205 B.R. 177, 189 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1997).
• Con: See In re Christian Love Fellowship Ministries Intern., 2011 WL 5546926,
at *3-4 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. Nov. 9, 2011); In re Barakat, 99 F.3d 1520, 15281529. Argument is particularly difficult if treatment between classes is nearly
identical [converse may result in unfair discrimination issue]. See In re Torgro
Atlantic City, LLC, 2009 WL 1288367, at *11-13 (Bankr. D.N.J. May 7, 2009).
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“New Value” Plans
• The “absolute priority rule” provides that equity holders
cannot receive anything on account of their equity interest
unless unsecured creditors are paid in full. See e.g. In re
GAC Storage El Monte, LLC, 489 B.R. 747, 766 (Bankr. N.D.
Ill. 2013).

• Courts have created a “new value exception” (or corollary)
to this “absolute priority rule” whereby an equity holder
can retain their equity interest if they contribute new value
to the debtor (i.e. they are receiving the interest in
exchange for the new value and not on account of their
status as an existing equity holder). See Bank of America
Nat. Trust & Sav. Assoc’n v. 203 North LaSalle Street P’ship,
526 U.S. 434 (1999) (refusing to decide whether exception
exists).
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“New Value” Plans
• In order for the “new value exception” to apply, the
new value must be:
(a) in the form of money or money’s worth
(b) necessary to the reorganization
(c) reasonably equivalent to the interest retained /
substantial
(d) payable on a present basis
(e) subject to market testing
• See e.g. In re RAMZ Real Estate Co., LLC, 510 B.R. 712,
718 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013); In re Torgro Atlantic City,
LLC, 2009 WL 1288367, at *14 (Bankr. D.N.J. May 7,
2009); Case v. Los Angeles Lumber Co., 308 U.S. 106
(1939).
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“New Value” Plans
A.

Money or Money’s Worth

• the contribution must be tangible, must be an asset in the
accounting sense, and must be freely tradeable in the market.
See e.g. In re SunCruz Casinos, LLC, 298 B.R. 833, 840-841 (Bankr.
S.D. Fla. 2003); In re Ambac La Mesa L.P., 115 F.3d 650, 655 (9th
Cir. 1997).
• the following contributions do not satisfy this standard: a cash
flow guarantee, a market rate lease, a secured loan, free services,
a promissory note, etc.. See e.g. In re Sovereign Group 1985-27,
Ltd., 142 B.R. 702, 708 (E.D. Pa. 1992); SunCruz Casinos, 298 B.R.
at 841; In re Capital Center Equities, 144 B.R. 262, 268-269
(Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1992); In re 8315 Fourth Ave. Corp. 172 B.R. 725,
738 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y. 1994).
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“New Value” Plans
B.

Necessary to the Reorganization

• the plan proponent must establish that the debtor cannot
successfully reorganize without the contribution. See e.g. In re
Creekside Landing, Ltd., 140 B.R. 713, 717 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn.
1992).

• a contribution that is needed to fund required repairs or
improvements and/or to make plan payments and continue
operations meets this test. See e.g. In re H.H. Distributions, L.P.,
2009 WL 136821, at *5 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. Jan. 16. 2009). Some
courts have found that a contribution used to pay administrative
and priority claims is not “necessary.” See In re Tucson Self
Storage, Inc., 166 B.R. 892, 899 (9th Cir. B.A.P. 1994). But see In re
Torgro Atlantic City, LLC, 2009 WL 1288367, at *15.
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“New Value” Plans
C.

Reasonably Equivalent / Substantial

• Although often stated as two separate elements, a new value contribution must be both
substantial and reasonably equivalent to the value of the interest being retained. See Capital
Center Equities, 144 B.R. at 269 (citing In re Snyder, 967 F.2d 1126, 1131
• To determine if a contribution is “substantial” it should be compared to the total prepetition
claims and the amount of debt to be discharged under the plan. See In re Torgro Atlantic City,
LLC, 2009 WL 1288367, at *15; In re Wynnefield Manor Assocs., L.P., 163 B.R. 53, 57 (Bankr. E.D.
Pa. 1993). A contribution that is merely nominal or gratuitous does not qualify. In smaller
cases courts sometimes look to whether the contribution represents an equity holder’s “best
efforts.” See e.g. Capital Center Equities, 144 B.R. at 269.
• Whether a contribution is “reasonably equivalent” is a fact-based inquiry. This inquiry is
significantly easier where competition exists (see below), but the court must still make a
determination of value even where no other offer is received. See e.g. In re Torgro Atlantic City,
LLC, 2009 WL 1288367, at *15.

• The valuation of the assets / enterprise is conducted like any other judicial valuation (i.e.
capitalization of future earnings, etc.), but courts must also consider the value of any other
benefits received by the equity holder (i.e. tax advantages, forgiveness of debt, reduction of
guarantees, salary, dividends, etc.). See e.g. In re Creekside Landing, Ltd., 140 B.R. at 718.
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“New Value” Plans
D.
Present Not Future
• must be a present contribution, taking place on or
before the effective date of the plan. See e.g. In re
Sovereign Group, 142 B.R. 702, 709 (Bankr. E.D. Pa.
1992).
• Must be able to be liquidated by creditors should
the reorganization effort fail. Id..
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“New Value” Plans
E.

Subject to the Market

• The exclusive right of an insider to contribute new value and
retain its equity is itself a right received “on account” of his or
her equity interest. As such, the right to purchase equity must
be exposed to the market through competition or an open
bidding process. See In re Castleton Plaza LP, 707 F.3d 821, 821822 (7th Cir. 2013) (“Competition is essential whenever a plan of
reorganization leaves an objecting creditor unpaid yet
distributes an equity interest to an insider.”).
• This applies even if party purchasing equity is not an equity
holder but is an “insider” of an equity holder. See Castleton
Plaza, 707 F.3d at 822-823 (wife of equity holder); In re GAC
Storage El Monte, LLC, 489 B.R. 747, 766-767 (Bankr. N.D. Ill.
2013) (beneficiary of trust); Castleton Plaza, 707 F.3d at 822823 (wife of equity holder).
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“New Value” Plans
• There is no set criteria for determining whether an equity interest has been
sufficiently exposed to the market. See e.g. In re NNN Parkway 400 26, LLC, 505
B.R. 277, 283 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2014). The NNN court drew the following
observations from the limited case law on this topic
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

suitability of “market test” must be determined on case by case
basis
independent committee soliciting bids from over 100 financial
firms during reasonable bid period is sufficient
soliciting a bid from a single outside investor is insufficient
an appraisal or expert opinion alone is not a “market test”
limited pre-petition solicitation is insufficient
bare-bones non-targeted advertising is likely insufficient
employment of investment banker not required, but beneficial
requires demonstration of a systematic effort designed to
market test the deal
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Section 1111(b)

Annette W. Jarvis
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
(801) 933-8933
jarvis.annette@dorsey.com

Summary of Section 1111(b)

Under specified circumstances,
non-recourse undersecured
creditor is allowed to elect to treat
its entire claim as a secured claim
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Section 1111(b) - Purpose
• Protection of secured creditor undersecured due
to market decline in collateral value
• Avoids write down of non-recourse debt at
depressed value

• Allows potential realization from increased
collateral value over time by allowing creditor to
participate in post-confirmation collateral
appreciation
• Allows secured creditor to avoid court valuation
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Plain Language and Section 1111(b)
Justice Scalia wrote:
“If the language of the statute is plain, our only
function is to enforce the statute according to its
terms.” United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises, Inc.,
489 U.S. 235,241, 109 S. Ct. 1026, 103 L. Ed. 2d 290
(1989).

Had he read Section 1111(b)?
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§ 1111(b) Election
Under-secured Claim

§ 363 or Plan Sale

Class Vote in favor of Election

Collateral of Inconsequential Value

§ 1111(b) Election

No § 1111(b) Election Available

Claim treated as wholly secured

Value of Collateral
= Secured Claim

Deficiency =
Unsecured Claim

Treatment in Plan
Collateral value + present value amounts + premium = full amount of cliaim

Factors to Consider for Election
Economic Run

Negotiation
Leverage

Risk

Disposition
Strategy

Projected Future
Value of Collateral
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Text of Section 1111(b)
•

(1)(A) A claim secured by a lien on property of the estate shall be allowed or
disallowed under section 502 of this title the same as if the holder of such claim had
recourse against the debtor on account of such claim, whether or not such holder
has such recourse unless-

•

(i) the class of which such claim is a part elects, by at least two-thirds in
amount and more than half in number of allowed claims of such class, application of
paragraph (2) of this subsection; or

•

(ii) such holder does not have such recourse and such property is sold under
section 363 of this title or is to be sold under the plan.

•

(1)(B) A class of claims may not elect application of paragraph (2) of this subsection
if-

•

(i) the interest on account of such claims of the holders of such claims in
such property is of inconsequential value; or

•

(ii) the holder of a claim of such class has recourse against the debtor on
account of such claim and such property is sold under section 363 of this title or is
to be sold under the plan.

•

(2) If such an election is made, then notwithstanding section 506(a) of this title, such
claim is a secured claim to the extent that such claim is allowed.
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Section 1111(b) Election
• Election can only be made by vote of class, but
secured creditors are normally separately
classified
• Under Rule 3014, Fed.R. Bankr. P., election must
be made before conclusion of disclosure
statement hearing or later time fixed by the Court
• No election if collateral is sold under Section 363
or in a Plan

• No election if collateral is of inconsequential
value
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Results of 1111(b) Election
• If election is made, then notwithstanding that
under a Section 506(a) analysis, the
undersecured creditor would have a secured
claim with an unsecured deficiency claim, the
entire claim is now treated as a secured claim.
•

As a secured claim, the entire face amount of
the claim must be paid in full under the plan and
the secured creditor retains lien on its collateral.

• However, the present value requirement in
Section 1129(b)(2)(A)(i)(II) applies only to the
secured claim limited by the current collateral
value.
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Section 1111(b) Plan Distribution
Calculation
• Total amount paid under the plan must equal the
allowed secured claim as determined under
Section 506(a) (limited by the current value of the
collateral) plus a discount rate applied to that
portion of the claim to equate to its present value
with the overall distribution equaling the face
amount of the entire claim.
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Section 1111(b) Plan Distribution
Calculation
• Example:
• $2 million claim
• Real estate collateral of $1 million
• Discount rate at simple interest of 10% over 5
years
• Section 506(a) calculation present value = $1.5
million

• Section 1111(b) premium = $500,000
• Total amount paid under plan = $2 million
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Section 1111(b) Election Considerations
• Distribution
– Determine distribution proposed under plan with or
without Section 1111(b) calculation. If equity remains in
place, distribution required under Section 1129(b) on
unsecured deficiency claim could be significant.
– Look at timing and certainty of proposed distributions.
• Classification and Voting
– Can the secured creditor block confirmation of an
unfavorable plan by not making the election, voting and
asserting plan objections? Note that many plan
objections are waived with Section 1111(b) election.
– Will the Section 1111(b) election make the plan not
feasible?
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Section 1111(b) Election Considerations
• Projected Future Value of Collateral
– If debtor defaults under plan, what is risk of
recovery from collateral in future upon default
– Is the collateral likely to increase in value?

• Collateral Disposition
– What is secured creditors’ ultimate plan for
monetizing its collateral to pay its debt?
– What is the current market for disposition?
– Is there a capital investment required to
effectively dispose of the collateral? Is that
capital investment proposed to be made in the
plan?
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Representative Section 1111(b) Cases
•

In re Weinstein, 227 B.R. 284 (9th Cir. BAP 1998) (holding that a creditor making a
1111(b)(2) election is entitled to a secured lien in the full amount of its claim
(including the unsecured portion) and deferred cash payments totaling the full
amount of its claim; such deferred payments must have a present value of at least
the amount of the otherwise secured portion of its claim).

•

In re Brice Road Developments, LLC, 392 B.R. 274 (6th Cir. BAP 2008) (holding that
the face value of a restructured note providing for payment under a 1111(b)(2)
election must equal the full amount of the creditor’s claim, or otherwise provide for
payment equaling the full amount of the claim, including the previously unsecured
portion).

•

In re Brookfield Commons No. 1 LLC, 735 F.3d 596 (7th Cir. 2013) (allowing a claim
under 1111(b) by a totally unsecured second lien-holder; stating that “the existence
of a valid and enforceable lien is the only prerequisite for 1111(b)(1)(A) to apply.”
“The value in the collateral is immaterial.”).

•

In re 680 Fifth Avenue Associates, 29 F.3d 95 (2d Cir. 1994) (stating that application
of 1111(b) “puts the Chapter 11 debtor who wishes to retain collateral property in the
same position as a person who purchased property ‘subject to’ a mortgage lien
would face in the nonbankruptcy context.”)
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Cramdown Interest Rate – Section
1129(b)(2)(A)(i)(II)

Annette W. Jarvis
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
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Ten Years After Till
• Till, et al. v. SCS Credit Corp, 541 U.S. 465 (2004), was a
plurality decision by the Supreme Court ten years ago that
involved a $4,000 claim secured by a truck in a Chapter 13
case.
• Till considered four methods for determining cramdown
interest rate on an allowed secured claim paid over time:
–
–
–
–

“Prime plus” or “formula rate”
“Contract rate as presumptive rate”
“Coerced or forced loan rate”
“Cost of funds rate”

• Debate remains over the correct methodology for Chapter
11 cases
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Prime Plus or Formula Rate
• Adopted by the plurality opinion in Till and by the
bankruptcy court in that case in confirming the
Chapter 13 plan.
• Adopted in In re MPM Silicones, LLC, 2014
Bankr. LEXIS 3926 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014), also
known as the Momentive Performance Materials
case, as the methodology for cramdown rate in
Chapter 11 case.
• Basic methodology is starting with the prime rate
and adding 1 to 3 percent for risk factors. Some
courts have also started with Treasury bond
rates with greater risk adjustments.
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Contract Rate as Presumptive Rate
• Adopted by the dissenting opinion in Till and by the
majority in the Seventh Circuit in the lower court opinion of
Till.
• Basic methodology is starting with the pre-petition
contract rate and adjusting as necessary for increased or
decreased risk factors based on evidence presented.
• Most popular methodology after “formula rate” because of
ease of application, market based determination, and
inherent assessment of the risks with an opening for
reexamination of the same by the court.

• Good v. RMR Investments, Inc., 428 B.R. 249 (E.D. Texas
2010) (the appropriate cramdown interest rate is contract
rate for a solvent debtor).
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Coerced or Forced Loan Rate
• Adopted by the district court in the lower court opinion of
Till.
• Basic methodology is to set rate that creditor could have
obtained if it had foreclosed and reinvested the proceeds
of the foreclosure on the collateral in a loan of “equivalent
duration and risk.”
• Concern that this rate might overcompensate creditors and
concern with the general policy of balancing of fair
compensation to creditors with that of access to
bankruptcy relief for debtors have limited the use of this
methodology after Till.
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Cost of Funds Rate
• Adopted by dissenting opinion in the Seventh
Circuit in the lower court opinion of Till.
• Basic methodology is setting the rate at what it
would cost the creditor to obtain the equivalent
funds in the market.
• Issues with method being based on credit
worthiness of creditor and inadequate
compensation for risks of delay or collection
have made this methodology unpopular.
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Till Risk Factors
• Nature of collateral
– Real estate seen as generally stable in value
• Feasibility of the plan
– Interplay of cramdown interest and feasibility is
illustrated in Brice Roads case
• Circumstances of the proposed reorganized debtor
– Capitalization, projected cash flow, business plan,
retention or sale of equity
• Duration and terms of plan proposal
– Length of stretch out considering original length of
loan, change to covenants (both economic and noneconomic) including financial covenants, principal
amortization
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Determining an Efficient Market Rate
• The methodologies used have been seen as a
proxy for an efficient market rate.
• The question then becomes when an efficient
market rate exists such that it supersedes any
court determined rate.
•

In re American Homepatient, Inc., 298 B.R. 152,
173-74 (Bankr. Tenn. 2003) (court discussion of
efficient market).
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Multiple Methodologies for Chapter 11?
•

In re Texas Grand Prairie Hotel Realty, LLC, 710 F.3d 324, 337 (5th
Cir. 2013) (“[W]e do not suggest that the prime-plus formula is the
only – or even the optimal – method for calculating the Chapter
11 cramdown rate.”).

•

In re LMR, LLC, 496 B.R. 410, 428 (Bankr. Tex. 2013)
(acknowledging the decision in In re Texas Grand Prairie, but
choosing to apply the Till approach as the “default rule” followed
by a “vast majority” of courts).

•

Good v. RMR Investments, Inc., 428 B.R. 249 (E.D. Texas 2010)
(applying the contract rate as presumptive rate approach, the
court found the cramdown rate to be a fact specific question with
no one method appropriate in all situations; “. . . in the Fifth
Circuit, bankruptcy courts still enjoy some latitude in determining
which method should be applied to determine the cramdown
interest rate in Chapter 11 cases”).
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Core of remaining controversy over
cramdown interest rate
•

Is the cramdown rate a market rate or is it to compensate only for
time value and risk of repayment without reference to the market?

•

Can a cramdown rate be set for a loan that has no counterpart in
the market, i.e. loans without any economic or non-economic
covenants or that extend beyond the duration of commercial
loans?

•

Can more than one methodology be used to set the rate in
Chapter 11 cases, and if so, what are the factors determining the
methodology?

•

Is a below market cramdown rate appropriate in a Chapter 11
case? What are the consequences of such an approach?

•

Fundamentally, can the rate in a Chapter 11 case be different
from what Till dictates for a Chapter 13 case?
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